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Won’t You Be My Wireless Neighbor?
By HELEN RUBINSTEIN

FOR a long time, I relied on my Brooklyn neighbors’ generosity — that is, their
unsecured wireless networks — every time I connected to the Web.
So, to linksys of Park Slope, in 2005, for allowing me to do my first freelance work from
home; to Netgear 1 and Netgear 2 of the same neighborhood, in 2006, for supporting my
electronic application to several graduate schools; to DHoffma, from 2007 to 2008, for
letting me pay my taxes online and stream new episodes of “Friday Night Lights” each
evening for a whole winter; to belkin54g, Cooley and, above all, to the blessed Belkin_GPlus_MIMO of Ditmas Park, from 2009 to 2010, for the ability to speedily reply to
student e-mails, video-chat with my sister, keep abreast of the latest literary hoo-ha,
“like” as many of my friends’ Facebook posts as I liked and learn all about lentilsprouting or Prometheus whenever the mood struck: Thank you. And may you rest in
peace.
A few months ago, the Belkin_G-Plus_MIMO network changed its name and gained a
padlock icon in my computer’s list of available connections. Then — crickets. The era of
unintentional, unasked-for or simply unacknowledged Internet sharing, it seemed, had
come to an end.
Suddenly disconnected, I realized how lucky I’d been all those years, having that
tremendous body of information and awesome communication technology at my
fingertips, all basically free. It may have been unfair, but I don’t believe I was stealing:
the owners’ leaving their networks password-free was essentially a gift, an ethereal
gesture of kindness. Sometimes I’d imagine my anonymous benefactors, those people
behind Netgear 1 or belkin54g, thinking, “Well, I have Internet to spare.”
And, really, who doesn’t? Home wireless networks can usually support five or more
computers, yet there are only about 1.4 computers per American household.
For a few blindered weeks, I debated whether or not to finally “buy” the Internet. The
whole system, though, seemed wasteful: paying a company to come wire my apartment,
then paying a monthly fee so that I could maintain my own private territory within the
cloud of 20 or so wireless networks that were already humming around my apartment. It
would be all the more wasteful given the likelihood that, just as cellphones made
landlines optional, smartphones and tablets will soon replace the need for home

networks at all.
Why couldn’t I instead shell out a nominal fee — to someone, anyone — to partake of the
riches that were all around me in abundance?
Paying for Internet access, after all, isn’t like paying for cable TV, where cable providers
pay cable networks in turn. My establishing a new network instead of sharing with
neighbors does nothing to benefit the Web sites whose content benefits me and whose
value to advertisers is based on views and visits.
Nor is it like paying for phone service, where the physical object that makes and receives
calls is inseparable from your unique number. My e-mail address is utterly portable: it’s
not bound to an I.P. address or one computer — and, like the vast majority of the
Internet’s services and information, it’s free.
Which is part of why getting online free felt so natural. During my Internet-less weeks, in
desperate moments, I checked e-mail on my Kindle’s wireless connection, which is
complimentary (to encourage e-book purchases). But that was a painfully slow
experience akin to surfing the Web on an Etch a Sketch.
In an ideal world, the Internet would be universally available to anyone able to receive it.
Promisingly, the Federal Communications Commission in September announced that it
would open up unused analog airwaves for high-speed public wireless use, which could
lead to gratis hotspots spreading across cities and through many rural areas.
But an Internet as freely obtainable as broadcast TV hasn’t yet arrived. And so I recently
found myself watching as a technician strung a wire from a tall pole in the backyard to
my third-floor apartment so I could have my own connection (wired, to ease myself into
the world of paid Internet). It was a process that took nearly three hours, and meant the
addition of another long cable to the fistful already circling the building.
When he finished, I had to ask: “Shouldn’t this all be wireless? Wouldn’t that be much
easier?”
“Too much interference,” he said. “Too many networks affect the signal.” I thought again
about all the people close by with all their overlapping networks.
Perhaps the solution is a simple, old-fashioned gesture. Just knock on a neighbor’s door,
and ask if she might be able to spare some wireless.
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